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In Bulgaria the usage of ionising radiation sources for medical purposes is widespread. From the
whole - background and over background exposure of Bulgarian population 26% is due to
medical radiological diagnostics procedures f 1]. In spite of this in Bulgaria at the present moment
there is not active normative document regulating patient protection during medical exposure
with ionising radiation (IR). In the three main areas of the medical usage of FR: radiotherapy
(RT), nuclear medicine (NM) and X-ray diagnostics (XRD) International and European
requirements are covered in different extend.
I. Radiotherapy.
There are 11 Teletherapy Units with ""Co sources. Every patient has a personal record (dossier) in
which the information of the performed radiotherapy is saved for 50 years. Because of financial
difficulties dosimetry planning of RT performs in a hand way method using isodose cards.
Dosimeters with necessary number of channels for verification of the exposure are missing.
Exception in this relation is National Oncology Centre (NOC) which has 2 dimensional computer
planing system and Harshaw TLD reader. Similar reader there is irt University Hospital "Queen
Joanna", Sofia, where there is a 5-channel clinical dosimeter with semiconductor detectors too. In
the same Hospital is located Laboratory of Clinical dosimetry and ionising radiation metrology
which has second standard sources of ionising radiation in energy range from lOkeV to 1,25 MeV
of ''"Co. The laboratory is member of IAEA's SSDL network. It calibrates radiation protection
and therapy level dosimeters from all over the country. A program for dose inter-comparison with
mailed TLD as a quality audit of radiotherapy departments in the country was established since
1975. Results shows that in almost every run there is any RT department with greater then 5%
deviation of stated by the participant and defined by the SSDL value of the dose [2]. This is due
to the fluctuation of the personnel and lack of regular and more frequent performance of QA
procedure from the local staff.
In Bulgaria there are 35 X-ray therapy machines. They all have to be calibrated regularly form the
physicist at the nearest RT department, but it doesn't happen everywhere.
II. Nuclear Medicine.
In Bulgaria there are 37 linear scanners, 6 SPECT and 14 Planar Gamma Cameras. For every
diagnostic examination a definite radiopharmaceuptic is used. It's activity don't exceed relevant
activity from European reference Levels. The weak point is that nowhere in the country used
activities are not measured exactly. Available dose calibrators are old and no ever in a good
working order. There is lack of standard radiation sources. The personnel not ever have necessary
qualification. In many of the NM departments there are not appointed medical physicists. The
information about the patient, the radiopharmaceuptical which is used as well as it's activity not
ever is filled accurately in the working journal of the department as well as in patient's record.

III. X-ray diagnostics.
The main part of the over background exposure of the population with IR is due to XRD. It is
76% from over background and 90 % from medical exposure [1]. The value of the average annual
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effective dose per capita from XRD is twice as much and in some type procedures more than
twice then relevant value of EU [3] and USA [4]. (0,33mSv in EU, 0396mSv in USA and
0,802mSv in Bulgaria).
In many X-ray departments there is lack of proper intensifying screens. By the measurements
made of the breast dose during mammography without screen there was shown a exceed almost
five times then international reference dose levels [4].
In this way medical exposure and especially XRD sets the most serious problems connected with
RP of the population.
In the normative base some common references connected with radiation protection of the
patients are given in Guidance 0-34 of HM for radiation protection at the use of X-rays with
energy range up to 300 keV for medical purposes. These references are connected mainly with
the exploitation of X-ray installation and include some useful codes of practice. They do not
stipulate detailed QC of the X-ray apparatus. The tables for calculation of the patient doses,
which are given, are old and aren't used from the personnel.
Despite that in the country there are 1820 conventional, 30 mammographyc, 450 dental and 34
CT installations, no one medical physicist is appointed to take care of about QA as well as RP of
patients.
Not the same is the situation in the European Union (EU) Member States (MS), USA and other
developed countries, where the role of the medical physicists in X-ray departments is to menage
the process of optimisation consisting assurance of conditions to get the maximum informative
diagnostic image with minimal exposure of the patients and personnel. Their obligations
includes:

- QC of X-ray installations (commissioning and periodically treafter);
- measurement of the doses accepted by patients;
- clinical control of RP;
- to be RP advisers in the departments. Actively to take part in the commissioning and

periodically treafter of X-ray equipment. To advice and educate laboratory assistants.
Radiologists and medical practitioners about RP problems.

The physicists work as a staff of the hospitals, no as external control persons.
Other problem which wait his solution is lack of programs for purposefully and continued RP
education of medical and dental students and medical personnel performing radiological
procedures.
Taking into account the weak points in present organisation of RP of the population in Bulgaria,
NCRRP and especially Patient Protection Laboratory (PPL) in collaboration with leading medical
physicist, radiologysts, engineers and other specialists as well as competent state bodies
(Committee on the Use of Atomic Energy for Peaceful Purposes (CUAEPP), Ministry of
Environment and Waters (MEW), etc.), made his self the following tasks to be performed in a
two year period:

> Harmonisation of Bulgarian legislation with the regulations of the European Union
concerning the health protection of individuals against the dangers of ionising radiation in
relation to medical exposures (European Council Directive 97/43/EURATOM on health
protection of individuals against the dangers of ionising radiation in relation to medical
exposures (OJ L180,9.7.97). Definition of:

- Regulations for the protection of population from ionising radiation during medical
exposures;
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- Codes of Practice in relations to radiation protection during medical exposures;
- Guidance notes for medical doctors concerning choice of diagnostic methods;
- National protocol for patient dose measurements;
- Guide for quality control measurements;
- Set up of National Recommendation Levels for Radiological Diagnostics;
- Supply the necessary measurement equipment for quality control of various sources of

ionising radiation in medicine.
- Establishment of quality control procedures to be implemented by the Medical

Departments of Radiation Hygiene of the Ministry of Health
- Optimisation of medical exposures from diagnostics.
- Elaboration of National Recommendation Levels for large-scale X-ray diagnostics

taking into account the quality of ionising radiation and the patient's protection.
- Setting up of a quality control programme and its pilot implementation in some of the

biggest radiological departments of the country.
Because of purpose to find necessary funds for the realisation of these tasks, PPL proposed
project which was approved from Phare program (it's a pre-accession program for financial
support from the EU). The main part of the funds will be expended for buying of equipment for
QC measurements in X-ray diagnostics. For a partner in realisation of the project from EU MS
was chosed Germany.
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